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Abstract. The Stirling engines are subjected to the poor heating quality and low output power. In 
order to overcome the problems, optimization method can be adopted, such as improving flat flame 
burner and increasing radiation plate, which can improve the efficiency of Stirling engine and 
increase the power output. The optimization method, namely increasing flat flame burner and 
radiation plate are conducted and its performance is tested by experiment and computer simulation 
respectively. The results show that the design of flat flame burners and radiation plate, the 
temperature uniformity increases significantly to ensure the stability of the engine work, ensuring 
the Stirling engine heat chamber sufficiently. 

Introduction 

Stirling engine, also known as heat engine, is an external combustion engine that is, relying on 
external heat source to seal the refrigerant in the machine heating, a closed cycle, to promote the 
piston work.Stirling engines have no special requirements for external combustion, as long as the 
external heat source temperature is higher than the working fluid in the machine, therefore making 
heating means flexible: you can use fossil fuels, solar energy, biomass, and industrial waste. In 
addition, Stirling engines also offer to high efficiency, low noise, good operating characteristics, 
vibration, and reliable and low maintenance costs. Consequently, gas heating device can ensure the 
heating uniformly of the Stirling engine heat chamber, driving the engine for a long time and stable 
work, 

Abroad have mature solar energy Stirling engine technologies that applied in practice. In China, 
Stirling engine power generation has mainly in 1 ~ 5 kW. At present, Stirling engines are still using 
electric heating predominately. Thus the heating power is not enough, and the temperature 
uniformity is poor, making the engine work difficultly under the rated power [1]. This paper propose 
the method for heating the Stirling engine hot side by natural gas, and puts forward the optimization 
design method of heating furnace [2]. 

Materials and methods  

Gas combustion device is used to provide heat source,which is the heart of the gas furnace. The 
combustion is a key component, because the combustion is directly related to the life of heater and 
engine working stability. The design of the gas furnace, including the furnace, flat flame burner, 
radiation plate,back trachea, heat collection chamber, and holder. In order to ensure the performance 
of the engine under the rated working condition, the flint flame burner and the radiation plate of the 
combustion furnace are optimized to improve the output power, temperature uniformity of the gas 
furnace, and the engine hot chamber end for heating.The burner is working as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 The burner is working 

The use of high-quality flat flame burner 

Compared with the direct flame burner, the flat flame burner is better in flame shape, more uniform 
and stable in heating, more sufficient in combustion, and higher in flame temperature. Furthermore, 
flat flame burner can use a variety of gas and fuel oil as fuel [3 4]. The advantages of the flat flame 
burner are simple structure, convenient maintenance and operation, wide adjusting range, and 
strong adaptability to fuel and change of air pressure. 

Flat flame burning flame is a disk-shaped thin-layer flame. The disk-shaped thin-layer flame 
arises from rotating centrifugal air flow, with flared flame burner formed. The flame burner consists 
of burner brick, wind shell, cyclone, natural gas pipeline and other components. This paper applies 
a porous structure that used to provide high-quality, uniform surface flame. 

Compared with the traditional direct flame burner, the flat flame burner has uniform temperature. 
In this paper, we use tracking method to measure the temperature of the gas furnace through 8 
thermocouples with the working temperature at 850  ºC. In order to ensure safety, high temperature 
resistant metal plate is used to instead of hot end of Stirling engine in the test. Eight temperature 
sensors are installed on the metal plate to test temperature uniformity. Due to the stable annular 
flame, the temperature sensors are installed onto a circular layout to detect the uniformity of 
temperature. The distribution of the thermocouple in the furnace cavity is shown in Fig.2, part of 
the experimental data as shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2 Thermocouple in the cavity on the distribution 
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Table 1 Thermocouple measurement temperature value 

Thermocouple number 1#  2# 

1 807 ºC 828 ºC 

2 854 ºC 813 ºC 

3 814 ºC 832 ºC 

4 836 ºC 850 ºC 

5 848 ºC 865 ºC 

6 823 ºC 843 ºC 

7 860 ºC 868 ºC 

8 835 ºC 854 ºC 

Based on the above experimental results, we obtained that the largest non-uniformity gas furnace 
temperature coefficient is 6.51%, less than 10% design requirements. 

Increase the radiation plate 

The ideal burner flame is annular and has good uniformity, and the heating temperature is greater 
than 1200 degrees. In the field test, we found that the direct flame heating belongs to pure 
convection heat transfer. When the natural gas pipelines absorb the waste gas, which will take away 
a lot of heat, resulting in low heating power. Meanwhile, through the experimental on a variety of 
flat flame burner, we found that the flat flame burner is a "black flame" (low temperature of the 
burner brick center). Therefore, we need to improve the fundamental change of the burner heat 
transfer mode [5]. 

Increase radiation plate is an effect measure to ensure transfer heat uniformity. The flame heats 
the radiant panel, and the radiating plate heats the Stirling engine. The radiating plate is composed 
of two layers of radiation rods arranged in 90° phase angle. The radiation rod is made up of a series 
of high-temperature alloy rods. Flame that is through radiation rod can become more uniformly. 

In order to verify the reliability of the scheme, computer simulation is used. After modeling and 
dividing the mesh, the FLUENT 6.3 is introduced into GAMBIT to carry out simulation experiment 

[6].The simulation results are shown in Fig.3. 

    
Fig.3 Flame shape comparison 

                   （a）No radiant panel           （b）Add radiant panel 
According to the simulation results, it can be seen that under the same combustion conditions, 

the temperature gradient obviously increases and the uniformity is poor before adding the radiation 
plate. After adding the radiation plate, the flame is homogenized, and the obvious temperature 
gradient is eliminated. The simulation results shows that the maximum temperature difference 
between the maximum and minimum temperature on the radiant panel is not exceeding 100  ºC. 
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Efficiency analysis 

According to the design, without additional protective measures and radiation plate case, the engine 
heating test, the experimental data as shown in the table 2. 

Table2 Direct burning heating test data 

The Average 

temperature of hot 

end TB（˚C） 

The average temperature 

of working medium TR

（˚C） 

Power（KW） 

Working medium 

pressure P2

（MPa） 

507 470 -4.1 6.8 

547 488 -5.1 7.6 

594 540 -8.43 9.0 

556 508 -6.33 9.0 

543 519 -8.1 10.9 

665 441 -7.8 11.0 

According to the experimental data, when the working medium pressure is 11MPa, the average 
temperature of the hot end is 665 ºC and the largest working medium average temperature is 441 ºC. 
Under all the above parameters, Stirling engine power can reach about 8 kW. 

On the basis of direct fired burner, increasing the radiation board, heating test was carried out on 
the engine, the experimental data are shown in table 3. 

Table3 Increase the radiant panel heating test data 

The Average 

temperature of 

hot end TB（˚C） 

Power（KW） 

Working 

medium 

pressure P3

（MPa） 

Working 

medium 

pressure P6

（MPa） 

423 -0.85 6.8 5.7 

630 -5.62 7.4 10.1 

690 -8.96 7.8 11.3 

685 -10.19 9.2 14.3 

600 -10.27 10.0 16.1 

680 -10.33 11.1 16.1 

674 -10.8 11.1 18.6 

692 -9.47 11.1 18.6 

648 -10.9 11.1 18.6 

738 -11.06 12.0 19.5 

According to experimental data, the average temperature of hot end is at 738 ºC when the 
working fluid average temperature is 563 ºC and working pressure is 11MPa. 

The results show that under certain working conditions, the average output power is 8 kW before 
increasing radiant panel, while the average output power is 12 kW after increasing radiant panel, 
increasing by 50%, so the output power has been improved obviously. 

Discussion  

This paper proposes an optimized method which to realize stable operation of Stirling engine and 
improve the output power of the furnace. The main conclusions in this paper are summarized as 
follows. 

(1)Based on the use of high-quality flat flame burner, flame uniformity can be guaranteed.  
(2)The simulation and experimental data verifies the effect of increasing the radiant panel. 
(3)The design of flat flame burners and radiation plate, the temperature uniformity increases 
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significantly to ensure the stability of the engine work, ensuring the Stirling engine heat chamber 
sufficiently, also for this kind of burner design and application of scientific method to guide and 
important reference basis. 
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